Abstract. Sugar 
WVith reference to their photoperiodl requirements, suigar canes (Saccharion, spp. L.) have been classified variously as intermediate (2, 3, 13, 15) , short (17, 18) , long-short (16) , and stenophotoperiodlic (12) . Unlike short day or long day plants which have critical periods belo-w which or above which they will blossom (10) , suigar cane has an extremely narrow range of inductive night lengths and blossoms neither beloow nor above this range (2, 4) . Ready blossoming occurs in a fixed dark period of 11 hoturs 30 minuites whether the plants go into treatment from continuious light, 22 hour days, 13 houtr days, or from 8 hour days. The narrowness of range is demonstrated by the Hawaiian clone, H37-1933 , which blossomed reacdily tinder controlled conditions with nights of 11 hours 32 minutes, feebly at 11 hoturs 58 minutes, and niot at all at 10 hours 58 miintutes or below, or 12 hours 26 mintutes or above (2, 4) .
Unider natulral conditions of lengtheninlg nyctiperiods, low temperatuires especially mlinimum temperatures, prevented blossoming (2) . Yet when the planits were suibjected to temperatuires as low as 13 to 160 with a fixed night length, they blossomed blut after a verv lonlg exposuire. Below 120, they failed to blossom regardless of the 'length of expossure to pro-per dark periods (2) .
Other requiirements for inducing calec plants to blossom are a relatively 'low nitrogen level, very low soil moistuire stress, exposure to bright sunlight during the day, andl a proper size, usually showing at least 2 to 3 well developed internodes (2, 4 clones. The indtuctive night periods ranged from 10 hours 57 minutes to 11 hours 26 minuites. By contrast, tunder the cool, lengthening nigh,ts, some blossoming occturred in all clones, but it was less complete and was characterized by the appearance of many abortive inflorescences tindicative of a weakened response (8) . The effective night length was the same for the profuse clone as before but from 20 to 50 minutes longer for the other 2. Under warm, shortening nights, blossomiing failed completely in 2 of the 3 clones. In the third, the molst profuse tasseler, the number blossoming was suibstanitially reduced and there were many abortive blossoms. The night length was about the same as was noted for the lengthening nights. It is not unlikely that had the temperatures been higher, blossoming dturing shortening nights wo-uld have been completely prevented. Under cool conditions, shortening nights prevented blossominig in both cycles for H37-1933, in 1 cycle for NCo 310, and reduced it by half in the other. For the very pro,fuse Co 312, blossoming was complete in 1 cool, shortening night series, and mixed in the second. In this, a few stalks blossomed early in the cool cycle and many blossomed late in the cycle when temperatuires were ri,sing. Under the cool, shortening nights blossoming occurred in night peri,ods longer by about an hour. The late tasselers performed in a night length similar to that for warm, 'lengthening nights.
Under natural out-of-door condi'tions, blossoming occurred only under the warm, lengthening nights and not at all under the cool, shortening nights of spring. Of interest i,s the fact that in the number III Series, in which shortening nighits were given, blossoming was stronger under the cold conditions than under warm conditions.
In all cases, blossoming in Series II occurred some 10 to 14 days earlier than out-of-doors. Much o,f this discrepancy can be explained away by the influence of the natural twilights to which 
